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11. Dude opens $300 CO 15, sb calls I think about calling w 79o and realize 
even 79dd would be bad!  How large can you call? 

 
12. Indian (280 stack) makes it $11, call call me call sb w 66 and miss (15-25-
35) 

 
13. Open KK over limp $15 btn other Indian calls, call. 969dd.. I bet 25 call fold. 
Turn 8h. X/40 call. River 7h. He has  140 left he checks back I win. never 
bluffed the river 5th street chicken .. Link: Most Reliable Live Poker Tell 

 
14. Straddled pot!  I complete for $3 w 27cc after 4 limps $3 for $17..  flop T45r 
X around. Turn 8cc I bet $15, call young Indian $45 w $100 left .. so )100 in pot 
$30 to call to win $200, I call fold. 6h I jam he calls w 76 Reverse pot odds!! Pot 
odds calculation 

 
 

15. ISO over CO limp with 23hh sb ($500) calls 15 call. 834cc. Bets $25, fold I 
call. Tdd. He bets $50 I call. River 7ddd. Check/check he wins w Kc 7c  what 
does a lead represent? 

 
 

16. Straddle.. limps me to $20 AKcc BB calls call. Th 5s 8h. I check K7 bets $75, 
btn calls he has $1k  

 
17. Limp I raise Q7ss sb calls call. Flop is 759ss. Limper leads 15 me to 85 sb 
calls and fold. Turn 3c X/X. River Qh. He fires $150. I call crying he has 57 tip $1 
lesson in hand reading..  

 
18. 75dd limp limp $25 .. husband calls. Q98dss. X I check! (Delay spot) 2c. He 
checks I bet $30 he folds.. (limped pair) delayed Cbet  

 
19. EP Asian opens 2 calls $15 and I call 44 in BB. Flop JJJ66 checked down river 
and pfr bets and everyone folds.  

 

https://youtu.be/p_-RwjWjChQ


20. 3 limps this time I overlimp 75dd in button (also short stack from up front) 
tip $2 preflop concept 

 
21. AK to $10, to $60 w $300 behind I shove he folds. 4 Bet all-in (breaking the 
pf threshold)  

 
 
Notes and questions 
 
7. How wide can you complete for 1 chip? 
 
8. Tipping discussion and general quality of the dealers  
 
11. how tight u can play to 7x opens and a discussion of small stakes and rake.  

• this game the hourly would vary so much by the players and stakes. By 
hunting huge fish and getting in friend lists.  

 
15. what does a lead represent?? 

• I wasn’t straddling cause it might intimidate the game a bit. I first straddled 
then guy to my left Texan double straddled.. hourly is higher in a bigger 
game forgot that nonsense about effective stacks. Would I play w a 10x 
straddle where everyone has 10bbs of course if rolled and risk of ruin 
function.   

 
18. notice use of K7 in notes.  

• should I check to induce in these spots when this guy fired  

• art of the delay  
 
19. — people might miss bets on the flop with high pairs on three of a kind 
boards. no one ever check raising the river.  
 
 
21. mental part 
-(Comment about chopping) 
-(accidentally said all-in in PLO dbl board  
 
 


